Coreference resolution aims at recognizing different forms in a document which refer to the same entity in the real world. Although many models have been proposed and achieved success, there still exist some challenges. Recent models that use recurrent neural networks to obtain mention representations ignore dependencies between spans and their proceeding distant spans, which will lead to predicted clusters that are locally consistent but globally inconsistent. In addition, these models are trained only by maximizing the marginal likelihood of gold antecedent spans from coreference clusters, which will make some gold mentions undetectable and cause unsatisfactory coreference results. To address these challenges, we propose a neural coreference resolution model. It employs mutual attention to take into account the dependencies between spans and their proceeding spans directly (use attention mechanism to capture global information between spans and their proceeding spans). And our model is trained by jointly optimizing mention clustering and imbalanced mention detection, which enables it to detect more gold mentions in a document to make more accurate coreference decisions. Experimental results on the CoNLL-2012 English dataset show that our model can detect the most gold mentions and achieve the state-of-the-art coreference performance compared with baselines.
INTRODUCTION
Coreference resolution is the task of identifying which mentions in a text or dialogue refer to the same entity in the real world. For instance, the sentence "[John Snow] a made some comments a short time ago saying [he] a backs tougher oversight for the company" has two coreferent mentions. he is an anaphor which refers to the antecedent John Snow. Coreference resolution is the basic technology for integrating the textual information about an entity, which is essential for most of the advanced NLP applications such as question answering [23] , sentiment analysis [18] and machine translation [20] .
Many coreference resolution models have been proposed in recent years [6, 15, 36, 39] . They achieved impressive performance gains, which benefits from deep neural networks. Despite their success, there are still some challenges that need to be resolved.
Challenge 1: Locally Consistent but Globally Inconsistent (LCGI) clusters [36] . It is a problem that some of the mentions in predicted coreference clusters refer to the same entity but all of them do not. We use the example in Figure 1 from development dataset (bc/phoenix/00/phoenix_0000_6) to illustrate LCGI clusters. In this Technical Presentation WSDM '20, February 3-7, 2020, Houston, TX, USA and [they] b are coreferent due to their wrong decisions (globally inconsistent clusters).
There is a reason that may lead to LCGI problems: recent models [16, 36] use recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to capture dependencies among mentions. However, they can not establish long-distance dependencies owing to the defect of RNNs. For example, it is easy for such models to recognize [my own cheeks] a and [my cheeks] a are coreferent because of the short distance between them. Nevertheless, these models can hardly distinguish that [my own cheeks] a and [they] b are not coreferent, because they may forget the dependencies between [my own cheeks] a and [they] b owing to the long distance.
Challenge 2: Undetectable Gold Mentions (UGM). It is a problem that some gold mentions in a document can not be recognized/detected. In order to train models end-to-end, recent work [15, 16, 39] treats all spans whose maximum lengths are less than a threshold as potential mentions but severely prunes most of them for computational efficiency, i.e., they keep top K possible mentions. However, they only optimize the marginal likelihood of antecedent spans from gold coreference clusters (there is no remedy for pruning operation), which will result in some gold mentions such as [I] c in Figure 1 undetectable making the model less effective.
To address these challenges, we propose a neural coreference model with mutual attention by jointly optimizing mention clustering and imbalanced mention detection called Jointly Optimized Neural Attention model (JONA).
In summary, the key contributions of this paper are as follows:
• In order to get the global information between each span and its candidate spans, we propose mutual attention that takes their dependencies into account directly. It can also help JONA get more fine-grained coreference scores. • We first find imbalanced mention detection can be used to optimize the end-to-end coreference model. It enables models to recognize more gold mentions, which can improve coreference results. Therefore, we devise two loss functions to jointly optimize mention clustering and imbalanced mention detection and use them to train JONA respectively. • We conduct coreference and mention detection experiments on the CoNLL-2012 English dataset [29] . The experimental results show JONA not only achieves the new state-of-theart (SOTA) performance of 73.6% CoNLL F1 score, but also detects the most gold mentions compared with baselines.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A brief review of the current related work is given in Section 2. Section 3 presents the task formulation and details of JONA with two loss functions. Section 4 reports the experiments. The discussion and following directions are concluded in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Since the supervised learning methods for coreference resolution have become the mainstream in recent years [2, 4, 13, 21] , we will mainly introduce them in this paper. They can be divided into four categories [24, 25] :
(1) Mention-pair models train binary classifiers that discriminate whether a pair of mentions are coreferent. For example, Soon et al. [32] proposed a learning-based coreference resolution model that presents potential pairs of mentions to the classifier. Ng and Cardie [26] used the C4.5 decision tree [30] to make identification of anaphoric and non-anaphoric noun phrases. Bengtson and Roth [3] proposed a rather simple model that combines a coreference classification model with a strong set of features. However, mention-pair models have some drawbacks: a) They can only estimate how much a candidate antecedent is related to the anaphoric mention, but not how much it is related to other candidate antecedents, which will lead to LCGI problems due to their independent coreference decisions. b) They only apply pairwise features of two mentions, which may not be sufficient to make coreference decisions on global clusters.
(2) Mention-ranking models simultaneously rank the whole candidate antecedents of a mention and select the highest-score antecedent for it. Such models can alleviate the problem a) of mentionpair models. For instance, Denis and Baldridge [8] trained separate models that specialize particular mentions with a ranking loss function. Marasovic et al. [21] proposed a mention ranking model that learns how anaphors relate to their antecedents with RNNs.
(3) Entity-based models exploit cluster-level or entity-level features to train an entity-centric coreference resolution system. Such models learn effective strategies and gradually establish coreference chains to address the drawback b) of mention-pair models. For example, Clark and Manning [5] proposed an entity-centric model using mention-pair scores to prune search spaces. Rahman and Ng [31] proposed a cluster-ranking model for coreference resolution that combines the advantages of mention-entity models and mention-ranking models. They regard coreference as the problem of identifying which proceeding clusters are the best to link an active mention using a learned cluster ranker. Yang et al. [38] devised an entity-mention model that applies inductive logic programming to represent the relational knowledge of an active mention, an entity, and the mentions in the entity. However, entity-based models can only mine shallow features of entity mentions.
(4) Neural models apply deep neural networks to learn non-linear representations of features and mentions achieving the SOTA performances [39] . For example, Clark and Manning [6] applied deep reinforcement learning to directly optimize coreference evaluation metrics. Wiseman et al. [36] used RNNs to learn potential, global representations directly from the mentions of entity clusters. The above models are pipeline systems. They first use tools to detect entity mentions in a text, and then make coreference decisions on them. Therefore, they will lead to the accumulation of errors. To solve the problem, Lee et al. [15, 16] proposed an end-to-end coreference resolution model. It directly treats all spans whose maximum lengths are not longer than a threshold as latent mentions and learns their distributions on each possible candidate antecedent. However, such models [15, 16] ultimately only keep top K possible mentions and do not take any remedies for pruning. This would cause some gold mentions to be pruned.
In contrast to previous work, JONA is trained by optimizing mention clustering and imbalanced mention detection jointly, which is a joint neural mention-ranking model. To the best of our knowledge, although models can exploit cluster-level features easily with the help of named entity features, they have not been applied to the end-to-end neural coreference model before.
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FORMALIZATION AND COMPONENTS OF OUR MODEL
In this section we start by presenting the task formulation about JONA and then show the components of it in detail.
Task Formulation
In our model, the input is a document D with T words, and the output is a collection of entity mention clusters that refer to the same entity within each cluster. We define the coreference resolution task as assigning a true antecedent a i in a set of candidate antecedents A(i) for each possible span i following [15] . Span i is represented by using its start start(i) and end end(i) index, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ start(i) ≤ end(i) ≤ T . For example, span she is represented as [8, 8] by its start(i) and end(i) index in Table  1 .
is the number of possible spans in D, ψ (D) denotes the total number of two cases:
• The possible span is separated by punctuation. For example, span his party but in Table 1 is separated by a comma. It can not be a gold mention, so it should be excluded. • The span length is longer than the maximum span length L. For instance, the length of span Bob invited Alice to his party exceeds the maximum span length supposing L = 5 in Table 1 . Therefore, this span is not in JONA's consideration for computational efficiency.
The possible assignments for candidate antecedent a i of span i are in collection A(i) = {ϵ, 1, . . . , i − 1} including a dummy antecedent ϵ and the whole preceding spans. If a true antecedent of span i is span j, then i and j are coreferent. For example, the proceeding span Alice in A(i) is a true antecedent of span she in Table 1 , then Alice and she are coreferent.
The dummy antecedent ϵ represents two possible scenarios:
• Span i is not an entity mention such as but she in Table 1 .
• Span i is an entity mention such as party in Table 1 but not coreferent with all previous spans.
A final clustering is implicitly defined by the above decisions, which can be recovered by grouping together the whole spans that have the same antecedent predictions. Figure 2 shows the architecture of JONA. It consists of three components: span representation, coreference score and joint optimization.
Overview of Model Architecture
Span representation. First of all, JONA employs word embedding and its learned named entity feature of each word [w t , e t ] in document D as input. Secondly, it applies 3-layer highway bidirectional long-short term memories (Bi-LSTMs) to get each word representation w * t in D. And then, it adopts the head-finding mechanism to find the headwordŵ i within each span i. Finally, word representations in the second, third steps and some essential feature information of span i are concatenated to form the representation r i of span i.
Coreference score. Coreference scores comprise mention and antecedent scores. We use mention scores to estimate whether span i and j are mentions or not. Antecedent scores are applied to evaluate whether j is an antecedent of i. To solve the LCGI challenge, we propose mutual attention to establish long-dependencies between i and j. It can capture the global information between them and help JONA get more fine-grained antecedent scores.
Joint optimization. To solve the UGM challenge, we devise two loss functions to optimize mention clustering and mention detection jointly and use them to train JONA respectively.
Span Representation
The dependencies between two possible spans are crucial for making coreference links. Therefore, it is very necessary to obtain span representations. We think three factors need to be considered: word representations with contextual information, headword representations within spans, feature representations of spans.
Word representation with contextual information. We use w t and e t to denote the vector representation and named entity feature of each word respectively. w t is initialized by a pretrained word embedding, and e t is learned by the character CNN [10] method.
To the best of our knowledge named entity feature is first applied to the end-to-end neural coreference model. It can help JONA exploit cluster-level features to improve the ability of making coreference decisions, because some of the mentions in gold clusters belong to named entities. Moreover, named entity features can be acquired in the downstream tasks.
To get the word representation with contextual information w * t ∈ R 2d 3 , we apply 3-layer highway [33] Bi-LSTMs to encode every word and its named entity feature:
Figure 2: Model architecture. We take into account all text spans whose maximum lengths are not greater than L = 30 as possible mentions. For brevity, only a small subset is depicted here.
In Eq. (1), (2) and (3) 
the dimensions of initial word embeddings, entity features, hidden states respectively, and l is the l-th layer. σ denotes a sigmoid function, and W f ∈ R 2d 3 ×2d 3 is a learned weight matrix in Eq. (4). ⊙ represents the element-wise product in Eq. (5) . Owing to only using word representations at start(i) and end(i) index to represent span i (please see Section 3.1), this will lead to the loss of key information within spans. Therefore, we need to obtain the headwords within each span, which is very necessary to make coreference decisions between spans.
Headword representation. JONA uses the same head-finding mechanism as in [15] over words in each span to find headwords.
Firstly, it computes the headword score α t in D :
where FFNN α is a feed forward neural network. Secondly, it calculates attention distributions a i,t of the headword within span i by a softmax function:
where α z is the headword score within span i.
In the end, it gets the estimation of headwordsŵ
where w t ∈ R d 1 is the initial word representation within span i. Span representation. To produce the final representation r i ∈ R d 5 of span i, we concatenate the above essential information:
where d 5 denotes the dimension of the final span representation r i , w * st ar t (i) and w * end (i) ∈ R 2d 3 are word representations at start(i) and end(i) index of span i respectively, ρ(i) ∈ R d 4 is a learned feature vector that encodes the size of span i and d 4 represents the dimension of the feature vector ρ(i).
Coreference Score
In order to determine whether span i and its preceding span j are coreferent, three factors need to be considered: (1) Whether span i is a mention, which is predicted by a mention score s m (i); (2) Whether span j is a mention, which is predicted by a mention score s m (j); (3) Whether j is an antecedent of i, which is estimated by an antecedent score s a (i, j). In addition, we fix the score of the dummy antecedent ϵ to 0 :
where s c (i, j) in Eq. (12) is a coarse approach that computes coarse antecedent scores but considers more possible antecedents of each span in [16] and W c ∈ R d 5 ×d 5 is a learned weight matrix. Our work mainly aims at devising a method to compute more fine-grained antecedent scores s f (i, j) for factor (3) . It considers fewer possible antecedents of each span. The combination of the coarse approach and the more fine-grained method can help JONA compute coarse-to-fine antecedent scores s a (i, j). When making coreference decisions, JONA only creates a link that has the highest positive score between span i and j.
Mention score. The span representation r i is input to a feed forward neural network to compute the mention scores s m (i):
Antecedent score. Long-distance dependencies can not be established owing to using RNNs to get span representation r i and its candidate span representation r j , i.e., models may forget the dependencies between them. However, recent work [15, 16, 39] only takes r i and r j as parameters to compute antecedent scores, which will lead to inaccurate coreference scores (error propagation). Therefore, this may lead to the LCGI problem.
To resolve it, we propose mutual attention to take dependencies between r i and r j into account directly. And it can also help JONA obtain more fine-grained antecedent scores s f (i, j). We employ a feed forward neural network that draws support from the mutual attention to compute s f (i, j):
where ϕ(i, j) ∈ R d 4 is a feature vector that encodes genre and speaker information from the metadata and the distance between span i and j. The details of r i2j and r j2i are as follows.
Mutual attention. Humans usually read the context repeatedly to find coreference links between span i and j. This mechanism can help them get the global dependencies between i and j. Inspired by this, mutual scaled-dot-attention [34] is proposed to directly compute the attention distribution r i2j ∈ R d 5 of span i on candidate span j, and the attention distribution r j2i ∈ R d 5 of j on i:
where · denotes the dot product, and d k is the dimension of span representation r i . In conclusion, the final inference process consists of a three-stage beam search:
• The top N m = λT spans are remained according to the mention score s m (i) of each span for computational efficiency. λ is the pruning ratio; • The top N a possible antecedents of each span are kept on the basis of the following three factors, s m (i) + s m (j) + s c (i, j); • The total coreference score s(i, j) is calculated based on the remaining span pairs by using the more fine-grained method s f (i, j) only considering top N t = 50 candidate spans.
Joint Optimization
These models [11, 12, 15, 16] are trained by maximizing the marginal log-likelihood H clust er (i) of the whole correct antecedents implied in gold clusters:
where GOLD(i) is the set of spans in gold clusters, A(i) is the set of candidate antecedents of span i (please see Section 3.1), and s(i, j) is the coreference score in Eq. (10). Among of them, the approaches in [15] and [16] consider all possible spans whose maximum lengths are not greater than L. They conduct heavy pruning without any remedy in the mention scoring stage for computational efficiency, i.e., only top N m spans are kept. In addition, the initial pruning is completely random. The above defects will lead to the UGM problem.
Fortunately, we find that the number of possible/potential spans is far more than gold mentions in a document. For example, when the maximum length of spans L = 30 words, there exists 9, 378 possible mentions in document bc/cctv/00/cctv_0001_1 from the training dataset. However, only 69 gold mentions exist in it. Inspired by this, two loss functions of imbalanced mention detection L m1 and L m2 are applied respectively to help JONA keep more gold mentions in top N m possible spans to solve the UGM challenge (more gold mentions can be kept in top N m spans).
L m1 is a standard cross entropy loss, which can make JONA pay more attention to the positive examples (potential spans are gold mentions) by increasing the weight of them :
where w pos denotes the weight of positive examples, w neд represents the weight of negative examples (potential spans are not gold mentions),ŷ i = sigmoid(s m (i)), and y i = 1 if gold mention r i is contained in one of the gold clusters. While w pos /w neд balance the importance of positive/negative mentions, models usually do not differentiate between easy and hard mentions. We know easily-detected negative mentions comprise the majority of the loss and dominate the gradient from [17] . Therefore, in order to reduce the relative loss for easily-detected mentions, and put more focal loss on hard, misdetected/misclassified mentions, we use the focal loss L m2 for dense object detection in [17] to help JONA keep more gold mentions in top N m spans:
In Eq. (19) β is the weight of positive mentions, and γ is the focusing parameter that smoothly down-weights the easy mentions.ŷ i = sigmoid(s m (i)), y i = 1 if gold mention r i is contained in one of the gold clusters. Finally, JONA is trained by optimizing mention clustering and imbalanced mention detection jointly with L 1 and L 2 final loss functions respectively :
where N m is the number of remaining spans, µ 1 and µ 2 are controlling factors to utilize the model to make more accurate coreference decisions.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we first conduct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of JONA on the English dataset of CoNLL-2012 shared task and compare it with recent work. Then we do ablation experiments to verify the importance of each component on the development and test dataset. Next, we conduct a sub-task experiment of mention detection on the test dataset. In the end, we present a case study to show coreference and mention detection results intuitively.
Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
We run our experiments on the English dataset of CoNLL-2012 shared task. It contains 2, 802 training documents, 343 development documents, and 348 test documents, and comprises a little over one million words from telephone conversations (≈ 200K), magazine [1] and Entity-based CEAF (CEAF ϕ4 ) [19] . Each of them represents a important, different dimension. The MUC is based on links and computed by measuring the common coreference links between gold-standard mentions/entities and mentions/entities that refer to them. It is sometimes not sensitive to certain configurations. For fixing the drawbacks, B 3 is proposed but based on mentions. However, MUC and B 3 allow an entity to be used in multiple times, which will lead to imprecise evaluation. CEAF ϕ4 is based on entities and insists that entity map be one-to-one to solve the mentioned problem (please see details in [29] ).
In order to comprehensively evaluate models, we report the precision, recall and F1 of the three metrics respectively and apply the average F1 (CoNLL F1) of them to be main evaluation. CoNLL F1 is implemented by CoNLL-2012 evaluation scripts.
Hyperparameter Choices
To make readers understand JONA deeply, we will introduce the implementation details.
Word embeddings. The word embeddings are a concatenation of 300-dimensional GloVe embeddings [27] , 1, 024-dimensional ELMo embeddings [28] and 768-dimensional BERT embeddings [9] . 8-dimensional learned embeddings and 50 kernels for each window size in {3, 4, 5} are used in the character CNN.
Hidden dimensions. The 200-dimensional hidden states are applied in the highway Bi-LSTMs. Each feed forward neural network is composed of two hidden layers with 160 dimensions and a ReLU activation function.
Feature encoding. The named entity features are learned 8dimensional embeddings by using character CNN. The convolution window size is 3, 4, 5 characters, and each of them consists of 10 filters. JONA encodes the other features (speaker, genre, span distance, span width) into learned 20-dimensional embeddings.
Pruning. The spans whose maximum lengths are not longer than L = 30 words are considered in JONA. It uses λ = 0.4 to prune spans.
Dropout. We use 0.2 dropout to the whole hidden layers and feature embeddings, and 0.5 dropout to the word embeddings and character CNN outputs.
Optimizer. We apply the Adam optimizer with its default parameter values for learning [14] . The learning rate is decreased by 0.1% per 100 steps. We set the clipping gradient values to 5 to avoid the gradient explosion problem. In L 1 final loss, µ 1 = 0.01, w pos = 1.5, and w neд = 1. In L 2 final loss, µ 2 = 0.01 , β = 0.35, and γ = 2.
Because we need to compare the number of detected mentions by baselines with JONA, we reproduce the experimental results five times of [16] and choose the best one. All the experimental codes are implemented in tensorflow and run on two NVIDIA's GeForce GTX 1080 graphics cards.
Baselines and Coreference Results
We will compare JONA with the SOTA models over the past four years. The baselines are listed as below.
• Martschat and Strube [22] devised a unified representation of different methods according to the structure they operate on for coreference resolution. • Clark and Manning [5] (1) first used two mention-pair models to obtain varied linguistic phenomena in coreference resolution. Then they applied the probabilities produced by above models to generate expressive features. Finally, they used the features to train an entity-centric coreference model. (2) In order to capture entity-level information, they presented a simple neural network based model. It first learns mention-pair representations, and then uses them to combine coreference clusters [7] . (3) They also proposed a neural mention-ranking model to obviate careful tuning. It is optimized by deep reinforcement learning directly for coreference metrics [6] . [37] proposed a non-linear mention-ranking model that learns distinct feature representations for antecedent ranking and anaphoricity detection. They also proposed to use RNNs to learn global representations of entity clusters and then incorporated them into a mention-ranking system [36] . • Lee et al. [15] (1) proposed an end-to-end coreference resolution model that directly considers all spans as potential mentions to obviate the accumulations of errors in pipeline systems and trained it by maximizing the marginal likelihood of gold antecedent spans from coreference clusters. ( 2)
The SOTA model until this submission [16] . They also devised a higher-order inference model that uses the antecedent distribution to iteratively update span representations. Table 2 shows the results of baselines and JONA on the CoNLL-2012 English test dataset. It can be seen that JONA1 and JONA2 achieve the new SOTA performances respectively, and are superior to previous models except for JONA2's precision on B 3 . We find that JONA1's precision is always better than JONA2 on all metrics. On the contrary, JONA2's recall is always better than JONA1, because it can pay more attention to hard, misdetected mentions compared with JONA1. We show the mention detection results in section 4.5. Most notably, JONA2's recall is significantly higher than the baseline in [16] on all metrics.
Ablation Experiments
To understand the importance of each component of JONA1, we perform an ablation experiment on the development and test dataset and report the CoNLL F1 in Table 3 .
BERT embedding. In order to make our model more expressive, JONA first applies BERT to produce word representations in the endto-end neural coreference model. Although we can see a maximum contribution of 0.61 CoNLL F1 on the development dataset, its contribution on the test dataset is only 0.16.
Named entity features. Named entity features can help JONA exploit cluster-level features, because some of the mentions in gold clusters belong to named entities. In addition, named entity features can be acquired in downstream tasks and are also important to them. Therefore, JONA employs character CNN to learn the features of each word. Experimental results show that the performance on development dataset degrades by 0.5 CoNLL F1 without them but only 0.1 on test dataset.
As can be seen from the results in the first two rows of Table  3 , although BERT and named entity features contribute a lot on the development dataset, their contributions on the test dataset are limited. This shows they make JONA overfitting.
Mutual attention. The results show that the mutual attention has a contribution of 0.56 CoNLL F1 on the development dataset and 0.23 on the test dataset. Its contribution on the test dataset is second only to the mention detection loss L m1 .
Mention detection loss L m1 . It can be seen that the performance decreases by 0.3 CoNLL F1 on the development dataset. However, we find that the results on the test dataset are significantly reduced to 73.22 that is the worst performance compared with ablation results of other components. This phenomenon shows imbalanced mention detection can guarantee the generalization ability of JONA.
The results from the last two rows of Table 3 show that the contributions of mutual attention and imbalanced mention detection are the greatest on the test dataset. They are helpful for improving the generalization ability of JONA.
In conclusion, each component has contributions on the experimental results, and the total performance gain is even higher when they work together.
Imbalanced Mention Detection
For further analysis of our model, we conduct a subtask experiment of mention detection on the test dataset. The results in Figure 3 show that JONA1 can detect 56 more gold mentions than the baseline in [16] , and JONA2 can detect 160 more gold mentions. It can be demonstrated that only by keeping more gold mentions in top N m spans can the model make more accurate coreference decisions combining the coreference results in Table 2 and mention detection results in Figure 3 . We also report the precision and recall of mention detection in Table 4 to compare JONA and the baseline in [16] in detail. It can be seen that the results of mention detection are better than the baseline in all indicators. And we can also find that JONA1's precision is better than JONA2 but JONA2's recall is better than JONA1, which has the same behavior on coreference results in Table 2 . It is a more powerful proof of our previous argument, i.e., only by detecting more gold mentions can the model make more accurate coreference decisions. It also confirms our joint optimization strategy is effective.
Case Study
In order to show the effect of JONA1 intuitively, we show the advantages and disadvantages of it in Figure 4 . Figure 4 : Coreference results of JONA1 on the dialogue example from the development dataset in document bc/phoenix/00/phoenix_0000_6. Brown-marked entities refer to the Ye_daying and Cyan-marked entities refer to the Ye_daying's cheeks. Red-marked entities are singleton mentions and green-marked entities are mentions that can not be detected by models.
Mention detection. (1) Ye_daying: JONA1 can detect the whole expressions about Ye_daying, which benefits from the imbalanced mention detection. By comparison, the baseline in [16] does not detect the mention I in I gradually got better (UGM challenge in Section 1). (2) Ye_daying's cheeks: Both JONA1 and the baseline can detect the mention my cheeks and my own cheeks. (3) Chen_luyu: Both JONA and the baseline do not detect the mention you which is coreferent with Chen_luyu. In addition, they is not a gold mention, because it belongs to singleton mentions, which does not end up as part of any coreference chain [29] . Therefore, if models linked a singleton entity with another mention, they will be penalized. The baseline mistakes they for gold mentions, but JONA does not.
Coreference decision. (1) Ye_daying: JONA1 clusters all the mentions accurately which are coreferent with the entity Ye_daying, but the baseline does not owing to not detecting the mention I in I gradually got better. (2) Ye_daying's cheeks: JONA1 makes accurate coreference links between my cheeks and my own cheeks, which benefits from the mutual attention. However, the baseline makes wrong coreference decisions on the mention they, my cheeks and my own cheeks, because they is a singleton entity (LCGI challenge in Section 1).
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a neural attention model for coreference resolution called JONA. It applies mutual attention to consider dependencies between spans and their candidate spans directly, which is good for solving the LCGI challenge in Section 1. To resolve the UGM challenge in Section 1, it is trained by jointly optimizing mention clustering and imbalanced mention detection with two loss functions respectively (JONA1 and JONA2). To the best of our knowledge we first employ named entity features in the end-to-end neural coreference model to help it exploit cluster-level features.
We conduct experiments on the CoNLL-2012 English dataset. Experimental results show that JONA achieves the new SOTA performance 73.6% CoNLL F1 and detects the most gold mentions on test dataset. In addition, we also investigate the effect of JONA's each component on development and test dataset through ablation studies.
In the future, we will explore the following directions:
• Generalization ability is important to coreference resolution models. We intend to integrate the external knowledge into our model to improve its performance. • We will study how to simplify the model to improve the convergence speed without degrading the performance.
